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Editorial
IASP has launched the 2008-09 Global Year Against Pain with its focus on cancer pain. The goal is to raise awareness, improve treatment, and foster support for people suffering from cancer-related pain. Media efforts have been initiated to educate health-care providers, government leaders and agencies, and the general public about this important issue. As with previous Global Years Against Pain, IASP chapters and individual members are encouraged to organize programs and events to highlight the issues associated with cancer pain. The SIG on Pain in Older Persons has responded with a fact sheet on Cancer Pain in Older Persons. It emphasizes that the majority of new cases and death from cancer occur in older people. Older people, particularly those in long-term care, are at higher risk of inadequate treatment of their pain. Effective pain management is a realistic goal. The fact sheet highlights the need for a proactive multifaceted assessment and comprehensive multidisciplinary treatment strategies, taking into consideration age-related changes and comorbid medical conditions. The fact sheet on Cancer Pain in Older People can be downloaded at:
www.iasp-pain.org/globalyear/cancerpain/factsheets/olderpeople
The efforts of Lucy Gagliese and her team who put together this fact sheet is gratefully acknowledged.

Other fact sheets on cancer pain are also available at:
www.iasp-pain.org/globalyear/cancerpain/factsheets

DISCUSSION FORUMS
The IASP Discussion forums are now operating. If you have not already done so, you are encouraged to register for the discussion forum on Pain in Older Persons at www.iasp-pain.org/source/eforums/index.cfm. The instructions are easy to follow. Once you have subscribed, you will automatically receive an email each time someone posts a message. You can view the discussion and participate via email, or if preferred via the website. You may also start a new discussion. I recently used the discussion forum to assist with the management of a very complex patient with a post-stroke central pain syndrome. Within a few days, I received several replies. Most communicated directly by email, while others opted for the online discussion. It was extremely helpful to have been able to gain the insights of other experienced clinicians from around the world regarding a situation that goes far beyond the boundaries of the current evidence-based literature. Thanks to the forum, my patient who had suffered with severe pain for many years had a very favorable outcome.

IASP WEBSITE
IASP is currently in the process of building websites for all its SIGs. Any member who is interested in being involved with the design and content of the webpage our SIG should contact Benny Katz: elderpainsig@connexus.net.au

THE NEWSLETTER
Stephen Gibson (Australia) is the member of the SIG executive featured in this newsletter. Stephen is chair of our Scientific Meetings Committee. This article gives you insights into Stephen’s professional and personal life. We hope you enjoy reading it.
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Stephen Gibson

Stephen, tell me about yourself:
I live in Melbourne, Australia, with my very lovely wife, Lesley, and three children, Emily (aged 15), Thomas (12) and Annaliese (11). My interests include playing basketball with a team that started in high school. We are completing our 70th consecutive season in the Melbourne East Basketball Association (that is 35 years x two seasons per year) and are still in the top four of our C grade competition.

My other interests include collecting, and more importantly drinking, fine wine and fishing with the kids. My favorite books are the Foundations series from Isaac Asimov and most of the science fiction/fantasy genre. I am less interested in film, although will watch any drama or romantic comedy with interest…best films maybe Star Wars, Notting Hill, Pretty Woman, Cinderella Man, Howard the Duck, Flying High, etc. Favorite cuisines include Thai and Australian/Asian fusion.

Tell me about your professional life:
I am the Deputy Director of the National Ageing Research Institute (NARI) in Australia. I head the Clinical Research Division that has major streams of research into pain, dementia, depression, falls, stroke prevention, geriatric therapeutics, and music therapy (all with special reference to older persons). The team includes three senior research fellows, five research assistants, two research nurses, and 10 PhD students. I am also the Director of Research at the Caulfield Pain Management and Research Centre, where we have two post-docs and two research assistants examining novel treatments for neuropathic pain (phantom limb, CRPS, and spinal-cord injury). I am a registered psychologist and still maintain some clinical involvement through my placement at two major multidisciplinary pain clinics.

The older volunteers who participate in our research never cease to surprise and amaze me with their life stories, and I really enjoy making a contribution to improving the well-being and comfort of older persons and helping them to age well. The other aspect of my work that gives me great satisfaction is the mentoring of younger clinical researchers and PhD students involved in aging research. Although it is an essential part of my work, I would prefer to be spending less time dealing with administrative matters and more time writing peer-reviewed papers and undertaking face-to-face research.

What is your involvement with pain in older people?
The NARI pain laboratory was established in 1990 to investigate age-related changes in pain perception and underlying neurophysiologic pain mechanisms, the development of age-appropriate pain assessment tools, and evaluation of pain-management strategies specific for older persons. We have been publishing our work on age differences since 1990 and have generated more than 100 papers on this important topic. More recently, we have also been involved in implementing best-practice guidelines for pain management into the residential aged care sector, and it has been very rewarding to make a major improvement in pain care to this often neglected sector of the older population.

What is your vision for our SIG?
I would like to see the SIG become the pre-eminent group for knowledge on pain in older persons and hopefully attract an increasing number of members as the population demographics trend toward an aging society. Current initiatives—including the newsletter, the special information sheet on aging issues for each IASP Global Year topic, and the development of special seminar series to accompany the IASP World Congresses on Pain—are seen as immediate priorities. Over the longer term, we also need to be proactive in facilitating quality research on...
pain and aging, and this could potentially include offering PhD scholarships, developing joint worldwide research projects on selected topics, or offering an exchange program between different centers to improve expertise and interest in the important issue of pain and aging.

Assessment of Pain in Patients with Dementia

Bettina Husebo, PhD, MD
University of Bergen, Norway

Advanced age is associated with increased prevalence of dementia, often combined with pain. Although elderly persons tend to have more painful diseases, they have been found to report less pain. Thereby, they receive fewer analgesic drugs than their younger counterparts and patients without dementia in comparable painful situations. One possible explanation for this challenge is that with impaired cognition, patients’ ability to report pain decreases. This leads to the interpretation by health-care professionals that elderly persons with dementia have less pain complaints than mentally healthy controls. Thus, when elderly adults in pain also have severe dementia and reduced communicative abilities, they are at high risk of not being properly diagnosed and treated for pain, which is a major challenge in nursing homes (NH). In response to the strong need for improvement in pain assessment and pain management in patients with dementia, several pain behavioral scales have been developed and reviewed.

During my work since 1997, as a palliative care and NH physician at the Red Cross Nursing Home in Bergen, Norway, I recognized that existing scales do not systematically assess pain from the musculoskeletal system, and other types of pain, such as pain related to internal organs, head, and skin. Additionally, they do not differentiate between behavior that might be caused by pain and behavior related to dementia. These reflections inspired my PhD dissertation, and I found it most interesting and important to focus on research into the elderly and NH medicine, and to explore the issue of pain in patients with dementia. Initially, I am an anesthetist and an intensive care physician with experiences in palliative medicine at the Malteser Hospital, University of Bonn, Germany. Over many years, I learned much about the nature of pain, ethical decision making, and communication. This work was an important prerequisite for understanding the needs of the weakest elderly.

My dissertation, during the years 2004–2008, is about the development, reliability, and validity testing of the Mobilization-Observation-Behavior-Intensity-Dementia (MOBID) Pain Scale, the MOBID-2 Pain Scale Part 1 and 2, in patients with dementia. The MOBID-2 Pain Scale is a two-part nurse-administered pain assessment tool for patients with dementia, assessing pain from the musculoskeletal system, as well as internal organs, head and skin. Moreover, the dissertation aims to demonstrate the complexity of the psychometric property testing of a behavioral pain scale in patients with dementia. A valid and reliable pain scale is a prerequisite for improving pain assessment and management. The complexity of this topic is expressed through several factors, such as the nature of pain, different stages and diagnoses of dementia, staff conditions, the proxy rating process, ethical considerations, and behavioral disturbances in dementia. The importance of relating neuropathology to pain in dementia has been emphasised earlier. Clinical studies on pain include both the “demented elderly” and the “cognitive impaired elderly” patients, without more detailed information about the causes of their disorders. This is a key question, since if pain experience is related to the pathology, different types of dementia may influence the whole pain process.

In the Mobilization-Observation-Behavior-Intensity-Dementia (MOBID) Pain Scale, the assessment of inferred pain intensity is based on the patient’s pain behavior in connection with standardized, active guided movements of different body parts. The initial draft of the instrument was developed by an expert panel comprised of a registered nurse (RN), a licensed practical nurse (LPN), two physicians, two physiotherapists, and a clinical psychologist. All of them are experienced in pain assessment, examination of psychometric properties of assessment tools, and treatment and care of elderly, including cognitively impaired patients. The panel consensus for developing the instrument was as follows: 1) commonly used indicators of pain behavior should be applied; 2) active, guided movement items should be used, involving joints of all body parts (arms, legs, and trunk); 3)
the movements should be easy to perform by a LPN in connection with morning care; and 4) all items should be obligatory.

Based on their own clinical experience and survey of the literature, three indicators of pain behavior were selected: pain noises, facial expression, and defense. These aspects of pain behavior were commonly included in staff-administered instruments. In the instruction, the LPN was encouraged to tick one or more of three boxes for each item when pain behavior indicators were observed. After that, the LPN was asked to rate the inferred pain intensity with a cross on the line on the 0–10 point Numerical Rating Scale answering the question, “How intense do you regard the pain to be?”

The internal consistency and inter-rater reliability of pain behavior indicators and pain intensity scores were tested through bedside investigation as well as video recordings of 26 patients with severe dementia and chronic pain. Face validity was discussed by a focus group. Different aspects of construct validity were investigated.

The results suggested that registration of pain behavior indicators during standardized movements, as measured by the MOBID, can be used reliably to disclose pain intensity inferred by nurses in elderly persons with dementia. Internal consistency of the items was found to be high (α=0.90). Inter-rater reliability of inferred pain intensity scores was high to excellent (ICC=0.70-0.96), but varied between poor to excellent for individual pain behavior indicators (κ=0.05-0.84). Extended testing of intra-rater and inter-rater reliability of the pain behavior indicators and pain intensity scores of the MOBID Pain Scale were performed by three external raters. They used the video recordings, concurrently and independently on days 1, 4 and 8. Facial expression of pain was most commonly observed, followed by pain noises and defense. Inter-rater reliability was highest for pain noises, followed by defense, and facial expression (κ=0.44-0.92, κ=0.10-0.76, and κ=0.05-0.76, respectively, on day 8). Of the movements, mobilization of arms and legs was rated most painful. Intra-rater and inter-rater reliability of the overall pain intensity scores was very good, ICC(1,1) ranging 0.92-0.97 and 0.94-0.96, respectively. As opposed to observed pain behavior, reliability of pain intensity scores tended to increase on repeated assessment. It was suggested that the overall pain score was based more on interpretation of the most pain-provoking movement during assessment than on the total number of observed pain behavior indicators.

Arguments for construct validity were indicated, as the MOBID Pain Scale revealed significantly more pain than did pain scores during regular morning care. Video observation demonstrated higher pain intensity than bedside scoring. The pain-intensity scores were highly correlated with the number of observed pain behavior indicators. Finally, the overall pain intensity score was more associated with the highest pain score among the test items than with the mean score of all items.

In order to also assess pain from internal organs, head, and skin, an extended instrument, the MOBID-2 Pain Scale, was developed. It comprised the original MOBID, renamed MOBID-2 Part 1, and MOBID-2 Part 2, through which pain behaviors related to internal organs, head, and skin are recorded. Monitored over time, caregivers’ observations were registered on pain drawings and inferred into pain intensity. Finally, overall pain intensity was assessed, including all observations registered in Parts 1 and 2. Internal consistency of the comprehensive MOBID-2 was examined in 77 patients. Furthermore, inter-rater and test-retest reliability of pain behavior indicators, pain drawings, and pain intensity scores were tested. Arguments for face-, construct- and concurrent validity were added, correlating pain scores from nurses using MOBID-2 with physicians’ clinical examinations and other pain variables.

Finally, the MOBID-2 Pain Scale was used in a cross-sectional study, exploring relationships between severity and diagnoses of dementia and the use of pain medication and other pain variables, using pain-intensity scores from MOBID-2 in 181 NH patients. Results indicated that patients with severe dementia have similar pain intensity, diagnoses, and locations compared to patients in other stages of dementia. Pain intensity measured by MOBID-2 scoring did not differ between diagnostic groups of dementia. Patients with dementia who received opioids were more likely to demonstrate higher pain intensity scores than mentally healthy controls receiving opioids. It was suggested that these patients received less pain relief than they needed. The isolated increase of opioids may be limited by the high prevalence of ICD diagnoses and opioid side effects. The patients’ multi-morbidity and lack of communication require a comprehensive approach to pain assessment and treatment in a multidisciplinary perspective.

The study concluded that MOBID-2 Pain Scale lent credibility as a reliable and valid nurse-administered assessment tool for inferred pain intensity. It was suggested that patients with severe dementia and mixed dementia are at great risk of suffering from severe pain.

The development and validity testing of a behavioral assessment tool is not straightforward, because the pain scores are indirectly observed and inferred by proxies, in this case nurses. Future research should include extended testing of concurrent validity, comparing the MOBID-2 Pain Scale with other observational pain tools in patients with dementia. Future studies should also explore the prevalence of pain in Norwegian NHs, as the findings presented in this dissertation were based on data from only one NH. Implemented in a quality-improvement program, the use of the MOBID-2 Pain Scale may be an important contribution to improving pain assessment and treatment in NH patients. In a current post-doctoral grant, our research team focuses on the impact of pain and pain management on behavioral disturbances in patients with dementia, and we will systematically follow up with elderly persons with dementia in a multicenter study.

Bettina Husebo, PhD, MD
Department of Public Health and Primary Health Care
University of Bergen
Kalfarveien 31
5020 Bergen, Norway
Bettina.Husebo@isf.uib.no
Tel: +47-55-586735  Fax: +47-55-586130
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Clinical issues in opioid management for older adults with chronic noncancer pain:
A review

Andrew J. Cook, PhD, & John Alchin, MBBS, FAFOM(RACP),
Pain Management Centre, Burwood Hospital, Christchurch, New Zealand

Introduction

Within a sea of public and professional controversy (Clark, 2008) the use of prescription opioids for treatment of chronic noncancer pain has continued to escalate. Opioid management of chronic noncancer pain is a complex and controversial issue. The dramatic growth in related publications reflects the many challenges and questions involved (Ballantyne and LaForge, 2007; Ballantyne and Shin, 2008; Fields, 2007; Hojsted and Sjogren, 2007; Katz, Adams, Benneyan et al., 2007; Martell et al., 2007; McNicol, 2007).

Part of the increased interest is attributable to significant increases in prescribed opioid use, particularly in the United States. Between 1980 and 2000, American prescriptions for opioids for chronic noncancer pain doubled from 8% to 16% of outpatient visits for musculoskeletal disorders (Caudill-Slosberg et al., 2004). Retail sales data show increases from 1997 to 2002 of 73% for morphine and 400% for oxycodone (Gilson et al., 2004).

Recent epidemiologic data on prescribed opioid use show no significant age-group difference between chronic regular users (at least several times a week for a month or more) and nonusers: 22.2 percent of regular users were age 61 and older, as compared to 25.3 percent of nonusers (p=0.539) (Hudson et al., 2008). Similarly, a majority of studies comparing characteristics of chronic pain patients (CPPs) on opioids to those receiving non-opioid treatment have failed to find age differences (Ciccone et al., 2000; Fanciullo et al., 2002; Fillingim et al., 2003), though a study of 200 veterans found an age association with opioid use (Breckenridge and Clark, 2003). However, a large population-based phone survey involving 19,150 American subjects interviewed between 1998 and 2006 found that regular opioid use (i.e., at least five days per week for at least four weeks) increased incrementally by age group, rising from 0.7% in the 18-39 group to 3.4% for those 70 and older (Kelly et al., 2008). This finding is similar to those of population-based surveys in Finland (Pitkala et al., 2002) and Denmark (Eriksen et al., 2006). The high incidence of polypharmacy amongst regular opioid users was another notable finding of the American survey, with 21% of regular users reporting concomitant use of 10 or more non-opioid medications (vs. 4.5% of non-users of opioids).

In a retrospective cohort study of the association between early opioid use for acute LBP and longer-term outcomes, older age was found to be associated with disability duration, increased medical costs, surgery within two years after onset, and “late” opioid use (≥5 prescriptions from 30 to 730 days). However, after controlling for age and other variables, receipt of higher amounts of morphine equivalent in early treatment was incrementally associated with adverse outcomes for all of these same measures (Webster et al., 2007).

Efficacy

Individual predictors of opioid efficacy for chronic noncancer pain are poorly understood. Riley and Hastie (2008) note a research emphasis on predicting opioid misuse, with associated neglect of research on predictors of opioid efficacy.

Weak support for an association of younger age with better opioid response was provided in a randomized, placebo-controlled, crossover trial of opioids and tricyclics for chronic postherpetic neuralgia, though the mean age in this study was 71 (Edwards et al., 2006). Younger age and higher baseline pain intensity were associated with greater reduction in pain intensity and more pain relief after treatment with opioids. However, several methodological limitations were acknowledged.

Increased pharmacodynamic sensitivity to opioids has been clearly established for older adults (Forman, 1996; Hanlon et al., 2005), and clinical guidelines have suggested that opioids are probably underutilized in this population (American Geriatric Society, 2002). Increased plasma concentration from identical doses has been found, and use of shorter half-life drugs (e.g., hydromorphone, oxycodone) has been recommended to avoid toxicity and facilitate dose adjustment (Fine, 2004; Forman, 1996). Recommendations on the appropriateness of specific agents for older adults are reviewed elsewhere (American Geriatric Society, 2002; Hanlon et al., 2005). Age-related decline in areas of central pain regulation involved in descending pain inhibition is likely to contribute to diminished ability to manage the stress of persistent pain (Karp et al., 2008). Within the limbic system, there is a decline in opioid receptors, along with a reduction in serotonin receptor density and concentration and turnover of catecholamines.

In a recent study of the comparative short-term efficacy and tolerability of an opioid preparation (transdermal buprenorphine) for chronic pain across three age groups, equal or better outcomes were found for the age-65-and-above group (Likar et al., 2008). Won et al. (2006) studied the long-term effects of analgesics in a large sample of older adults in nursing homes. They found better functional status and social engagement for those taking long-acting opioids (3.3%) compared with non-opioids (and better functional status compared with short-acting opioids). Rates for side effects and adverse events were comparable or lower for those treated with opioids.

An examination of factors associated with severe breakthrough pain for CPPs on opioids found no age
difference between patients experiencing such episodes and those who did not (Portenoy et al., 2006). Only 15% of the study sample (Median age 47, range 21–81) were over age 60. Clinical data have been interpreted to suggest a tendency for opioid tolerance to be more prominent in younger than older patient patients, but a number of other possible explanations for observed differences have been noted (Agin and Glass, 2005).

**Physician Attitudes**

In a survey of geriatric and internal medicine physicians in a large urban academic medical centre, 37% reported hesitance to prescribe opioids because of concern about illegal diversion. Geriatricians were less likely to be concerned than IM physicians (adj OR=0.09, p=0.004). When concern about causing addiction was queried, 38% of IM physicians expressed concern in contrast to none of their geriatrician colleagues. There were no significant differences in prevalence of concern over regulatory scrutiny between specialties (Lin et al., 2007). Geriatricians appear to have similar levels of concern regarding opioid side effects when prescribing for persistent noncancer pain when compared to internal medicine physicians (Lin et al., 2007).

**Opioid misuse and addiction**

For a minority of CPPs, problems of opioid misuse or aberrant drug behaviors develop (Turk et al, 2008), though many physicians prescribe opioids without adequate understanding of these risks (Ballantyne and Mao, 2003). It has been our observation that physicians often demonstrate less concern about these risks when treating older adults with chronic pain. Is this practice consistent with evidence-based medicine? Though risk identification based on clinical experience and intuition is common, the few relevant empirical studies have suggested low accuracy for this approach (Turk et al., 2008).

There has been no large, prospective study to determine the risk of abuse/addiction among patients prescribed opioids for pain (Katz et al, 2007). However, available evidence suggests the risk of true iatrogenic abuse/addiction to be low (3.3%; 0.2% for no previous or current history of abuse/addiction) (Fishbain et al., 2008). Compared to the general population, patients with chronic pain are at least representative and at worst have 2–4 times the risk of opioid abuse disorders (Jovey, 2008). In clinical practice, aberrant drug behaviors are a common concern for the prescribing clinician. These generate concern over the potential for abuse/addiction, and for regulatory scrutiny.

No set of predictors has been identified to reliably determine risk for opioid misuse or abuse. In their recent review, Turk et al (2008) identified 15 studies related to this topic, with small, unrepresentative samples and poor psychometrics noted as common limitations. Though acknowledging that demographic variables were not consistently examined or reported in these studies, the authors reported that “younger age does seem to be a predictor for opioid misuse and abuse in CPP”. In contrast, a recent review of opioids in chronic low back pain concluded that patient demographics are not predictive of aberrant drug behavior (Schofferman and Mazanec, 2008). Interestingly, though Turk et al. (2008) note underrepresentation of women and non-whites in existing studies as limitations to conclusions that can be drawn on demographics, they did not address the issue of age representation.

Of eight identified studies addressing predictors of substance misuse and abuse in CPP, seven evaluated age as a predictor or discriminating factor. Study designs include five retrospective case reviews (n=98 to 470) (Chabal et al., 1997; Michna et al., 2004; Michna et al., 2007; Reid et al., 2002; Wasan et al., 2007), a prospective cohort study (n=196) (Ives et al., 2006), and a large archival, longitudinal study of American veterans (n=15,160) (Edlund et al., 2006). The age range was reported for only four of these studies (26–84, 26–85, 21–85, and 21–89), and age distributions were not reported. Thus the number of participants within different age groups is unknown. Edlund et al. provide an age distribution showing 44.6% of their veteran patients age 60 and over. Six of these seven studies report younger age associated with opioid misuse or abuse, though the association was weak in some studies (Ives et al., 2006), and only indirectly evaluated in others (Wasan et al., 2007). In most studies, the relationship was evaluated only through grouped mean comparisons. With the limited reporting of age distributions and use of grouped data, generalizations regarding age as a predictor are tenuous. The Edlund et al. study provides the most interpretable age data, supporting a decreasing rate of opioid misuse (defined as recorded psychiatric diagnoses of dependence or abuse) by increasing age group among American veterans using opioids chronically for chronic noncancer pain. None of the studies indicated whether data screening occurred for analyzed variables. It is unknown whether data assumptions such as normality of distributions (uni and multivariate) were upheld. Significant skewness of distributions (e.g., age) could have biased some statistical models and reported results.

Another approach to risk identification is through study of individuals treated for opioid abuse or addiction. With a large national sample, Cicero et al. (2008) found that 45% of patients entering treatment for opioid abuse reported pain as the sole factor in their initial use of opioids, and another 40-45% reported pain was at least a contributing factor. They suggest that patients at risk for opioid abuse can be identified by assessing pre- and co-morbid substance abuse and significant psychopathology (including depression, anxiety, bipolar disorder, and attention deficit disorder). However, this was a young sample (mean age 34.79±0.31), and findings cannot be generalized to older adults.

**Risk Screening Questionnaires**

Over the past 12 years, several self-report questionnaires have been developed to assist in risk identification for CPP being considered for opioid therapy (Adams et al., 2004; Butler et al., 2004; Coombs et al., 1996, Compton et al., 1998; Friedman et al., 2003; Michna et al., 2004; Webster and Webster, 2005; Wu et al., 2006) or being maintained on chronic opioids (Butler et al., 2007). Though a promising aid to clinical practice, to date these tools have limited empirical backing. Predictive validity has not been established for most, nor psychometrics well assessed. However, they provide a useful adjunct to other sources of information in some clinical settings (Passik, 2008).
What is known about the use of these screening questionnaires with older adults with chronic pain? A review of development and application studies suggests very little. Again, incomplete reporting of age data significantly limits interpretation. Of nine questionnaire development studies, age range is reported for six. A mean age with standard deviation is also reported for six studies (five of which also provide range). The upper age of the samples used to develop these measures, where known, ranges from 66 to 84. For all of the six studies with age dispersion data, 65 falls one or more standard deviation above the mean age, and for 50% it is more than two standard deviations above the mean. Unfortunately, additional age distribution data or normality statistics are not reported. Age is included as an assessment question in three of the nine questionnaires, though interestingly one of these does not provide basic age data for the study sample (Coombs et al., 1996). Though conclusions are difficult to draw based on the data provided, it appears that only two measures, the PMQ (sample age 48.8±14.1, range 17-84) and SOAPP (47.5±9.2, range 27-74), have included an adequate sample of older adults in their development to provide any confidence for use within this subgroup. However, no comparative age data for these two measures is provided. Additionally, the limitations on predictive validity and psychometrics apply equally to this subgroup.

**Side Effects**

Adverse effects are common with opioids. Prevalence has been found to range from 25% to 100% in a meta-analysis of randomized clinical trials, resulting in dropouts for one in five patients (Moore and McQuay, 2005). Many opioid side effects reduce or resolve with continued use, while some persist (e.g., constipation) and others are more apparent after long-term use (e.g., immune and sexual dysfunction). Pharmacologic approaches to prevention or treatment include an opioid-sparing regimen (e.g., addition of an adjuvant analgesic), symptomatic treatment (e.g., use of a stool softener or anti-emetic), use of an opioid antagonist to directly reverse opioid effects (e.g., naltrexone for respiratory depression), or changing opioid ("opioid rotation") (McNicol, 2007). Lower starting doses are recommended for opioid-naive older patients (Hanlon et al., 2005). Although laxatives are widely recommended for patients on chronic opioids, this standard of care is often not met, even in controlled settings such as long-term care (Max et al., 2007). Recent evidence supports the use of mu opioid receptor antagonists (i.e., alvimopan and methylnaltrexone) for treating opioid-induced constipation (Thomas et al., 2008; Webster et al., 2008). Age distributions in these clinical trials was as follows: for alvimopan a mean age of treated patients ranging from 48.6±10.6 to 51.5±10.1, and for methylnaltrexone an age range of 34 to 93 with median 72. A large retrospective inpatient study, including a mix of acute, chronic, and cancer pain, examined the association of age and other patient characteristics to parenteral opioid side effects (Cepeda et al., 2003). The incidence of nausea and vomiting decreased with age, while respiratory depression increased. A study of oral, sustained-release morphine in cancer pain found higher incidence of nausea, constipation, and CNS effects for patients over age 60 (Forman, 1996).

Opioids are common contributors to delirium. Risk factors for delirium include renal dysfunction, chronic high-dose opioids, premorbid cognitive impairment, dehydration, and use of other psychoactive drugs. Older age and comorbidities in turn increase risk for several of these factors. The route of administration and lipophilicity of the opioid are suspected factors in delirium, with more rapid receptor occupancy increasing the probability of cognitive changes (McNicol, 2007).

Though age differences in the neurocognitive effects of opioids have not been systematically studied, deficits across multiple cognitive domains have been associated with both acute and chronic use (Gruber et al., 2007). Long-term use appears to have greatest impact on executive functions, such as ability to shift cognitive set, response inhibition, and perseverative errors. Cherrier (2007) reported on an ongoing RCT comparing physiologic and cognitive effects of immediate-release oxycodone in healthy, pain-free adults in two age groups: 35 to 55, and over 65. Similar results were obtained for peak blood concentrations, pupil size, and cold-pressor tolerance. However, the older group had greater reaction time impairment and false positives on a verbal learning test at 60 minutes after dosing. Their performance remained significantly impaired at 300 minutes, while the younger group’s cognitive effects appeared to diminish. Older adults may be more vulnerable to opioid effects for more demanding cognitive tasks and reaction times, and the drug effects may persist longer. This is consistent with neuropsychological decrements that occur as a result of normal aging, though it is unclear how much these non-clinical brain changes affect the experience of persistent pain (Karp et al., 2008).

Though chronic opioids result in significant hormonal modulation via the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis (Ballantyne and Mao, 2003), comparative age data are limited. In women, there appears to be a profound inhibition of ovarian sex hormone and adrenal androgen production with chronic use of sustained-action opioids. Possible consequences include contributions to opioid-associated depression, osteoporosis, and hyperalgesia. In opioid-consuming women over age 50, average hormone values were found to be 52% to 66% of those in control subjects, similar to rates for women age 30 to 50 (Daniell, 2008). Assessment of potential opioid impact on libido, drive, and mood is an important component of clinical management.

**Conclusions**

The evidence base for clinical management of opioids for older adults with persistent pain is still in its infancy. Physician reluctance to prescribe opioids due to concerns over misuse/addiction and regulatory actions have the potential to exacerbate the problem of under-treatment of pain in older adults (Agin and Glass, 2005; American Geriatric Society, 2002). There is no evidence to suggest increased risk for opioid misuse problems in older adults with persistent pain, and weak data to suggest reduced risk. A growing body of research supports opioid efficacy for chronic noncancer pain in this population. An increased risk of adverse effects, including neurocognitive changes, warrants caution and close monitoring in prescribing. More research is needed to address these important issues.
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SIG Information

SIG on Pain in Older Persons statistics:
The SIG currently has 231 members representing 33 disciplines in 43 different countries.

Treasurer’s report:
As of December 31, 2008, the SIG account balance was $11,978.

The Pain in Older Persons SIG objectives are:
• to increase awareness and promote education about pain in older persons
• to provide an international and interdisciplinary forum for people interested in clinical and research questions on pain in older persons
• to develop/endorse best-practice guidelines for assessment and management of pain in older persons
• to promote discussion and research on pain in older persons, including:
  - senescence of pain perception
  - multidimensional assessment of pain and its consequences
  - pharmacological and non-pharmacological management of pain
  - uniqueness of the pain experience in patients with cognitive impairment
• to facilitate the development of international collaborative research efforts on pain in older persons

The Newsletter: Members are encouraged to contribute to this newsletter. Please submit any suggestions, articles, or ideas to Benny Katz at: elderpainsig@connexus.net.au